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Abstract
Prenatal health behaviors can strongly influence risk of poor pregnancy birth outcomes. Although stress has been implicated in structuring the likelihood that individ-
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uals will engage in various prenatal health behavior patterns, no studies to date have
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examined life stress exposure occurring across the entire lifespan, and few have
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investigated how different types of stressors are comparatively associated with these
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outcomes. To address these issues, we interviewed 164 women at one of two large
Midwestern, urban hospitals after delivering their first infant. We used the Stress and
Adversity Inventory (STRAIN) to assess women's lifetime stress exposure severity
and ordinary least squares regression models to examine associations between participants' life stress exposure and prenatal health behaviors. As hypothesized, greater
lifetime stress exposure was associated with engaging in more negative prenatal
health behaviors and fewer positive prenatal health behaviors while controlling for
relevant sociodemographic factors and current perceived stress levels. These effects
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|

were stronger for negative versus positive health behaviors, and they differed substantially as a function of stressor type, exposure timing, and primary life domain.
Stressors occurring over the life course thus have negative consequences for prenatal
health behaviors, but these effects are not uniform across different types of life
stress exposure.

I N T RO DU CT I O N

stressors occurring across the life course are associated with prenatal
health behaviors. More specifically, studies on stress and health

Prenatal health behaviors play an important role in shaping risk of

behaviors have not incorporated measures of lifetime stress exposure,

pregnancy health and birth outcomes (Centers for Disease Control

nor have they generally examined how associations between stress

[CDC], 2016; Lobel et al., 2008). Whereas negative health behaviors,

exposure and prenatal health behaviors might differ as a function of

such as poor diet and alcohol use, have been found to be associated

the specific types of stressors that individuals experienced and when

with low birth weight and preterm birth, positive health behaviors,

they were exposed (Malat, Jacquez, & Slavich, 2017; Slavich, 2019). In

such as maintaining a healthy diet and taking folic acid, have been

the present study, therefore, we examined associations between

found to decrease birth defects (CDC, 2016; Goldenberg & Culhane,

mothers' exposure to a variety of different stressors across the life

2007; Hankin, 2002). Despite an abundance of research on prenatal

course and their prenatal health behaviors, using a sophisticated

health behaviors, though, it remains unclear how different types of

interview-based system for assessing lifetime stress exposure.
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Negative prenatal health behaviors can increase risk for poor

significant crime might impact the life course trajectory and shape

maternal and infant health, but positive health behaviors also have the

future functioning to a similar degree as chronic experiences of stress

potential to exert countervailing effects by directly protecting against

(Macmillan, 2001). This is a critical gap in research on this topic, as

pregnancy complications and poor birth outcomes, such as low birth

adverse, acute life events not only produce immediate psychological

weight and preterm birth (CDC, 2016; Lobel et al., 2008). Therefore, it

distress, but also increase the likelihood of recurring distress through-

is important to understand how psychosocial factors like stress expo-

out adulthood and engaging in more risky behaviors later in life

sure are related to negative as well as positive health behaviors. In

(Macmillan, 2001). Therefore, investigating associations between

general, a positive relationship has been found between negative pre-

stress exposure across the lifespan and prenatal health behaviors cre-

natal

stress

ates the potential to examine the cumulative impact of acute

(i.e., prolonged stress that typically lasts 4 weeks or longer) is associ-

stressors (i.e., time-limited stressful life events) and chronic stressors

ated with engaging in more negative health behaviors (Auerbach,

(i.e., difficulties that persist in the everyday lives of women) across

Lobel, & Cannella, 2014). For instance, pregnancy-specific stress has

many systemic factors (e.g., community and social relationships; Lu &

been linked to engaging in more negative health behaviors, such as

Haflon, 2003; Slavich, 2016).

health

behaviors

and

stress,

whereby

chronic

smoking and poor diet. Likewise, experiencing early adversity in child-

In addition to the cumulative impact that acute and chronic stress

hood has been associated with negative health behaviors during preg-

has on health behaviors, research has found that perceptions of cur-

nancy, including smoking and alcohol use (Chung et al., 2010). Lastly,

rent stress and the timing of life stress exposure likely moderate the

researchers have found that women who experience chronic

effects of stress on health and health behaviors (Keller et al., 2011;

stressors, such as domestic violence and poverty, are more likely to

Lee, 2013; Lu & Halfon, 2003; Macmillan, 2001). Regarding current

smoke, use substances, and have a poor diet (Copper et al., 1996;

stress levels, research has found that the perceptions of current stress

Shah & Shah, 2010).

contribute to its impact on health and health-risk behaviors (Ng &

Despite this body of work, we know of no studies that have

Jeffery, 2003; Senn, Walsh, & Carey, 2014). However, the present lit-

examined stressors occurring over the entire lifespan in relation to

erature on stress and health behaviors is limited in that it typically uti-

health behaviors and pregnancy outcomes. Indeed, studies on this

lizes self-report checklist measures of early life stress and does not

topic appear to have only considered pregnancy-specific stress, child-

examine the perceptions of stressors across the lifespan, which could

hood stress exposure, or chronic stress during specific life periods

be critical for understanding how different life stressors shape human

(Lu & Halfon, 2003; Malat et al., 2017). Additionally, examining how

health and functioning (Slavich, 2016). Related to the timing of

such effects differ by the specific timing or type of stressors experi-

stressor exposure, in turn, there is a wealth of research on sensitive or

enced is critical for refining theory on this topic, but research on

critical periods, which highlights how the impact of stress exposure on

health behaviors—and, indeed, on health in general—has rarely

later behavior is especially strong during certain developmental

adopted a stressor characteristics perspective to investigate how docu-

periods (Eiland & Romeo, 2013; Epel et al., 2018; Gee & Casey, 2015).

mented effects might differ as a function of stressor type, exposure

For instance, the transition into and out of adolescence are consid-

timing, or life domain (e.g., health, housing, etc.; Slavich, 2016,

ered critical or sensitive periods in which acute and chronic stress can

2019, 2020).

impact developmental trajectories and increase a person's risk of

The ecobiodevelopmental framework provides a theoretical ratio-

engaging in negative health behaviors in adulthood (Eiland & Romeo,

nale for examining chronic stress and prenatal health behaviors

2013). However, no studies have examined the timing of stressors in

through a life course perspective. According to this framework,

addition to the cumulative impact of these stressors across the

chronic stress occurring over the lifespan can change the brain's

lifespan to take critical or sensitive periods into consideration.

architecture in ways that make it increasingly difficult for individuals

To summarize, existing research has indicated associations

to adapt to future adversity in a healthy manner (Shonkoff et al.,

between stress and prenatal health behaviors, but little is known

2012). Specifically, the prefrontal cortex suppresses amygdala

about how both acute and chronic stressors occurring across the

responses when individuals encounter a stressful experience allowing

lifespan influences these behaviors, which is important for refining

for more adaptive responses (Shonkoff et al., 2012). However, chronic

theory and future research on this important topic. Furthermore, to

stress and elevated cortisol levels alter this process, thereby inhibiting

our knowledge, no studies have assessed the timing and perceptions

the adaptive response to stress (Shonkoff et al., 2012). Individuals

of stress exposure in addition to the cumulative impact that life stress

who experience chronic stress throughout their lives, not just at spe-

has on prenatal health behaviors. In the present study, therefore, we

cific time points, are more likely to adopt unhealthy behaviors

examined associations between life stress and prenatal health behav-

(e.g., alcohol consumption, poor diet, and physical inactivity) as a pri-

iors in a diverse sample of women who recently gave birth using an

mary coping mechanism (Shonkoff et al., 2012). While it is important

interview-based system for assessing stress that included the entire

to understand the impact of chronic stress on prenatal health behav-

lifespan and that assessed several different types of stress exposure,

iors, Macmillan (2001) noted that life course research is limited in that

the timing of stress exposure, and the perceived severity of the

it typically only examines ongoing experiences and does not consider

stressors experienced. Based on the research reviewed above, we

how more time-limited events might also shape future functioning

hypothesized that greater perceived lifetime stress severity would be

and wellbeing. For instance, it is likely that being a victim of a

associated with more negative prenatal health behaviors and fewer
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positive prenatal health behaviors, above and beyond levels of current

TABLE 1

stress burden and sociodemographic factors that could confound

Variable

results. In addition, consistent with prior research (e.g., Slavich, Stewart, Esposito, Shields, & Auerbach, 2019; Sturmbauer, Shields, Hetzel,
Rohleder, & Slavich, 2019), we hypothesized that these effects would
differ as a function of stressor type, exposure timing, and primary life
domain.

2
2.1

METHOD

|
|

Participants

Participants were 164 women who had recently delivered an infant
at one of two large, urban hospitals—a university hospital and a
nonprofit acute care facility—and who were admitted to the postpartum care unit. They were drawn from a larger sample of
200 patients and selected for having complete data relating to their
lifetime stress exposure, prenatal health behaviors, and current

Demographics characteristics of the sample (N = 164)
n (%)

Household income
Less than $10,000

27 (16.3)

$10,000–$19,000

9 (5.5)

$20,000–$29,000

14 (8.4)

$30,000–$39,000

6 (3.6)

$40,000–$49,000

7 (4.2)

$50,000–$59,000

6 (3.6)

$60,000–$69,000

10 (6.0)

$70,000–$79,000

10 (6.0)

$80,000–$89,000

12 (7.2)

$90,000–$99,000

14 (8.4)

More than $100,000

49 (29.5)

Household education
Eighth grade or less

1 (0.6)

Ninth to 12th grade, no diploma

14 (8.4)

High school graduate/GED

22 (13.3)

College credit, but no degree

28 (17.1)

pating hospital. These criteria were based on research indicating

Associate degree

12 (7.2)

that there are unique risks associated with being pregnant over the

Bachelor's degree

44 (26.5)

age of 35 and spacing pregnancies too far apart or too close

Master's degree

29 (17.7)

Doctorate or professional degree

14 (8.4)

levels of stress. To be included, women had to be 18 to 35 years
old, speak English, and have delivered their first infant at the partici-

together (American Congress of Obstetrician & Gynecologist, 2011;
World Health Organization, 2013). Women were excluded from the

Ethnicity

study if they did not speak English, had more than one child, were

White/Caucasian

110 (67.1)

younger than 18 or older than 35 years old, or did not complete all

Black/African American

42 (25.6)

study measures.

Hispanic/Latino

4 (2.4)

Asian

4 (2.4)

Other

4 (2.4)

Eligible women were identified by postpartum nursing staff and
approached in their private hospital room by a graduate research
assistant. Mothers who delivered babies in the neonatal intensive care
unit were not recruited, as nurses often indicated that these mothers

Marital status
Single

56 (34.1)

Married or domestic partnership

103 (62.8)

during visiting hours; therefore, visitors were often present during the

Divorced

4 (2.4)

consent and interview process. Often, the babies were in the room

Other

1 (.6)

were experiencing high levels of stress and required more extensive
rest times. To respect designated rest times, data collection took place

with the women and needed to be taken care of during various points

Health insurance

of the interview by their mothers or incoming providers. Patient care

Uninsured

5 (3.0)

was the top priority. Research assistants thus exited the room every

Employer-sponsored coverage

114 (69.5)

time a provider was with a participant. The typical length of stay in

Medicaid

42 (25.6)

the postpartum care unit was 48 to 96 hr, depending on the method

Direct purchase

1 (0.6)

of delivery. If data collection was interrupted, a research assistant
attempted to follow up with the participant on a subsequent day.
As shown in Table 1, a majority of participants in the final sample
were White (67%) and Black/African American (25.6%). Nearly all par-

degree, and 26% having received a master's, doctorate, or professional
degree.

ticipants were insured (97%) and in a domestic partnership. Regarding

Given the unpredictable nature of the hospital setting, 26 women

annual household income, there was substantial variability, with

(13%) were not able to complete all study measures because of vari-

21.8% of participants making less than $20,000 and 51.1% making

ous interruptions. In addition, nine participants (4.5%) were excluded

more than $70,000. The sample was also very diverse in terms of

because they reported items on the prenatal health behavior measure

highest level of household education, with 23% of participants

as “not applicable.” Therefore, a prenatal health behavior score could

reporting having a high school degree or less, 17% having some col-

not be computed for them. These data issues resulted in 164 patients

lege credit but no degree, 34% having an associate or bachelor's

with complete data with respect to lifetime stress exposure, prenatal
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health behaviors, and current levels of stress. Analyses comparing

2–4 weeks (rs = .904–.919) for the main lifetime stress exposure

included participants with complete data and those who were

indices (see Slavich & Shields, 2018). In addition, the STRAIN has been

excluded because of missing data revealed statistically significant dif-

shown to predict a number of different health-related outcomes,

ferences with respect to employment status, health insurance type,

including sleep difficulties (Slavich & Shields, 2018), memory and

household income, and household education level (ps < .01). Specifi-

executive function (Goldfarb, Shields, Daw, Slavich, & Phelps, 2017;

cally, participants who did not complete all measures were more likely

Shields, Moons, & Slavich, 2017; Slavich & Shields, 2018), metabolic

to be unemployed and enrolled in Medicaid and to report lower

activity (Kurtzman et al., 2012; Olvera Alvarez et al., 2019), biological

annual household incomes (i.e., <$20,000) and less education

reactivity to acute stress (Lam, Shields, Trainor, Slavich, & Yonelinas,

(i.e., highest education level was a high school diploma or less). Many

2019), diurnal cortisol levels and quality of life in women diagnosed

of these differences were also observed between hospitals. For

with ovarian cancer (Cuneo et al., 2017), biological aging (Mayer et al.,

instance, at the university hospital, 46% of participants had

2019), depression and fatigue in women diagnosed with breast cancer

employed–sponsored insurance and 45% had Medicaid, whereas at

(Bower, Crosswell, & Slavich, 2014; Dooley, Slavich, Moreno, &

the nonprofit acute care facility, 81% of participants had employed–

Bower, 2017), and self-reported mental and physical health in the

sponsored insurance and 9% had Medicaid (ps < .01).

general population (Cazassa, Oliveira, Spahr, Shields, & Slavich, 2020;
Shields, Moons, et al.,

2017; Toussaint, Shields, Dorn, & Slavich,

2016). In the present study, we computed one of the STRAIN's pri-

2.2

Procedures

|

mary outcomes—the cumulative severity of all lifetime stressors
experienced—for use in the primary models predicting women's pre-

Participants were recruited for the study by graduate student

natal health behaviors.

researchers while they were in the postpartum care unit. On average,
they took approximately 1 hour to complete the study measures (see
below) and were given a $30 gift card for their participation. Study

2.3.2

|

Prenatal Health Behaviors Scale

data were managed using Research Electronic Data Capture (Harris
et al., 2009), and the University of Cincinnati's Institutional Review

Women's prenatal health behaviors were assessed using the Prenatal

Board approved all study procedures.

Health Behaviors Scale (PHBS; Lobel et al., 2008), which examines a
broad range of pregnancy-relevant health behaviors. Participants are
asked how often they participated in certain prenatal health behaviors

2.3

Measures

|

using the following Likert-type scale: 0 (never), 1 (almost never),
2 (sometimes), 3 (fairly often), and 4 (very often). The scale consists of

2.3.1

Stress and Adversity Inventory

|

24 items, including 10 positive health behaviors (i.e., exercising,
sleeping enough, eating dairy, taking vitamins, eating enough food,

Our focal independent variables were derived from the Stress and

stretching muscles, eating high-fiber foods, drinking enough fluids,

Adversity Inventory for Adults (Adult STRAIN; Slavich & Shields,

eating a balanced diet, and taking medicine as prescribed by your doc-

2018), which is a sophisticated online interviewing system for

tor) and 14 negative health behaviors (i.e., eating fatty or oily foods,

assessing individuals' exposure to a variety of acute and chronic

smoking cigarettes, eating snack foods instead of regular meals, stand-

stressors

https://www.

ing for long periods of time, drinking caffeine, lifting heavy objects,

occurring

across

the

lifespan

(see

strainsetup.com). The STRAIN assesses for the presence of 55 major

over-stretching, drinking alcohol, smoking marijuana, eating more food

life stressors in total, including 26 acute life events (e.g., car acci-

than needed, skipping a meal, using hard drugs, and taking store-

dent, relationship break-up, death of a loved one) and 29 chronic

bought medicines). Factor analysis identified seven health behavior

difficulties (e.g., financial difficulties, feeling unsafe in your neigh-

subscales: cigarette smoking, caffeine consumption, healthy eating,

borhood, receiving unfair treatment due to race or ethnicity), which

prenatal vitamin use, exercise, physical strain, and unhealthy eating.

are known to have significant implications for health (Dohrenwend,

Prior research has shown that the PHBS is valid and reliable

Raphael, Schwartz, Stueve, & Skodol, 2013; Shields & Slavich,

(DeLuca & Lobel, 1995; Lobel et al., 2008; Park, Moore, Turner, &

2017). For each stressor that is endorsed, participants are asked a

Adler, 1997). For the present study, we created a negative health

series of tailored follow-up questions that determine the stressor's

behavior score by summing all of the negative health practices and a

severity, frequency, timing, and duration. Stressor severity, or the

positive health behavior score by summing all the positive health

degree to which participants endorsed acute or chronic stressors as

practices.

being stressful, is determined by asking, “At its worst, how stressful
or threatening was this for you?” Responses are in turn provided on
a Likert-type scale, ranging from 1 (Very slightly or not at all) to

2.3.3

|

Sociodemographic variables

5 (Extremely).
Research has shown that the STRAIN has very good concurrent

In keeping with prior research, we also assessed and included several

and discriminant validity and excellent test–retest reliability over

sociodemographic control variables in the main models. Extant
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T A B L E 2 Associations between women's lifetime stress exposure severity, prenatal health behaviors, and sociodemographic
characteristics (N = 164)
Variables

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1. Negative prenatal health behaviors
2. Positive prenatal health behaviors
3. Lifetime stress exposure severity
4. Age

−.24**
.40**
−.19*

−.25**
.15*

−.03

5. Household income

−.24**

.35**

−.25**

.61**

6. Household education

−.30**

.34**

−.22**

.54**

.74**

−.27**

−.56**

−.02

−.05

7. Ethnicity: African American

.13

8. Ethnicity: Other

−.10

9. Marital status
10. Current perceived stress
Mean
Standard deviation
Range

−.28**

.07

.02

−.01

−.25**

.24**

−.21**

.50**

.36**

−.38**

.41**

−.30**

−.53**
.04

−.16*

.62**

.63**

−.47**

−.30**

−.23**

.07

.07
−.00

−.20**

18.26

29.76

35.15

26.55

4.26

3.30

.26

.07

.63

13.64

5.84

5.73

28.02

4.55

2.19

1.38

.43

.26

.48

6.57

8–38

10–39

0–123

18–36

1–7

1–5

0–1

0–1

0–1

2–31

B

SE (B)

*p < .05.
**p < .01.

Variable

β

Model 1
Lifetime stress exposure severity

Lifetime stress exposure severity

Household income
Household education
Ethnicity: African American
Ethnicity: Other

.08

.01

Age
Household income

.000
.22

.07

.01

.36

−.13

.12

−.10

p
.000

.40
.06*

.000
.000
.25

.09

.33

.03

.75

−.87

.47

−.19

.07

−.24

1.22

−.01

.83

−2.06

1.63

−.09

.20

.07

.01

.35

.12

−.09

.30

.04

.70

Model 3
Lifetime stress exposure severity

ΔR2

.16

Model 2

Age

R2

.22

−.12
.12

.339

.07*

.000
.000

Household education

−.77

.48

−.18

.11

Ethnicity: African American

−.33

1.23

−.02

.78

Ethnicity: Other
Marital status

−2.01

1.64

−.09

.22

−.60

1.19

−.05

.61

.05

.01

.27

−.05

.12

−.04

.65

.21

.33

.08

.52

Model 4
Lifetime stress exposure severity
Age
Household income

.25

.15**

.000
.001

Household education

−.81

.48

−.19

.09

Ethnicity: African American

−.12

1.22

−.01

.91

Ethnicity: Other
Marital status
Current perceived stress
Abbreviation: SE, standard error.
*p < .05.
**p < .01.

−1.84

1.61

−.08

.25

−.73

1.17

−.06

.53

.17

.07

.19

.01

T A B L E 3 Hierarchical regression
analysis for lifetime stress exposure
severity predicting negative prenatal
health behaviors (N = 164)
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research suggests that lower socioeconomic status (i.e., education and

2.3.4

|

Perceived Stress Scale

income) is associated with higher stress levels (Cohen, Doyle, & Baum,
2006) and negatively associated with health-promoting behaviors

Finally, given that current stress levels have the potential to influence

(CDC, 2011). Therefore, we considered the role that household

the recall of past stressful life events (Hoscheidt, LaBar, Ryan,

income and highest level of education in the household might play in

Jacobs, & Nadel, 2014), we assessed participants' levels of perceived

structuring women's lifetime stress exposure and health behaviors.

stress during the past month using the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS;

Furthermore, research has found that racial/ethnic minorities are

Cohen, Kamarck, & Mermelstein, 1983). The PSS consists of 10 items,

exposed to greater amounts of stress, which can possibly lead to

including four questions related to positive thoughts and feelings

higher rates of negative health behaviors based on the eco-

about stress and six questions related to negative thoughts and feel-

biodevelopmental framework (Guyll, Matthew, & Bromberger, 2001;

ings about stress. Responses are in turn provided using the following

Lu & Halfon, 2003; Primm et al., 2010). Therefore, we also included

Likert-type scale: 0 (never), 1 (almost never), 2 (sometimes), 3 (fairly

respondents' self-identified race to understand its relation to women's

often), and 4 (very often) (Cohen et al., 1983). Prior research has shown

lifetime stress exposure severity and prenatal health behaviors. Age

that the PSS has good reliability and validity, and that it is correlated

was also included as a covariate because women who are older have

with other measures of stress, health behaviors, smoking status, and

more years during which they can experience major life stressors,

help-seeking patterns (Cohen et al., 1988). The internal consistency of

which is a potential confound. Lastly, we assessed and controlled for

the PSS in the present study was very good (α = .85). To calculate par-

women's relationship status (i.e., partnered or not), as this has been

ticipants' total PSS score, we reversed-scored items indicating less

determined to be an important factor that is associated with engage-

stress and then summed the items to obtain a total score, with higher

ment in prenatal health behaviors (Fuller, 2010).

scores indicating more perceived stress.

T A B L E 4 Hierarchical regression
analysis for perceived lifetime stress
severity predicting positive prenatal
health behaviors (N = 164)

Variable

B

SE (B)

β

Model 1
Lifetime stress exposure severity

R2

ΔR2

.06
−.1.21

.37

.001

−.25

Model 2

p

.001
.17

.07*

.000

Lifetime stress exposure severity

−.03

.01

−.16

.03

Age

−.09

.12

−.07

.44

Household income

.48

.33

.18

.15

Household education

.66

.47

.16

.16

−1.29

1.23

−.09

.29

.06

1.64

.00

.96

Lifetime stress exposure severity

−.03

.01

−.16

Age

−.08

.12

−.06

.48

.49

.34

.18

.15

Ethnicity: African American
Ethnicity: Other
Model 3

Household income
Household education
Ethnicity: African American
Ethnicity: Other

.17

.08*

.000
.03

.69

.49

.16

.15

−1.34

1.25

−.10

.28

.09

1.65

.00

.95

−.30

1.20

−.02

.79

Lifetime stress exposure severity

−.00

.01

−.03

Age

−.19

.12

−.15

.10

.35

.32

.13

.27

Marital status
Model 4

Household income
Household education
Ethnicity: African American

.25

.20**

.000
.64

.76

.47

.18

.10

−1.67

1.19

−.12

.16

Ethnicity: Other

−.16

1.58

−.00

.91

Marital status

−.09

1.15

−.00

.93

Current perceived stress

−.28

.07

−.32

.000

Abbreviation: SE, standard error.
*p < .05.
**p < .01.
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2.4

|

Data analysis

(p < .01) and negatively associated with women's positive health
behaviors (p < .01), as assessed by the PHBS. Current perceived stress

Analyses were conducted in four steps. First, we computed descrip-

levels, as assessed by the PSS, were positively associated with

tive statistics for the STRAIN, PHBS, PSS, and relevant demographic

women's negative health behaviors (p < .01) and negatively associated

variables. Next, we used Pearson's correlations to examine zero-order

with women's positive health behaviors (p < .01). Lastly, women's cur-

correlations between the predictor and outcome variables. Third, to

rent perceived stress levels were positively associated with their life-

examine associations between the severity of women's lifetime stress

time stress exposure severity levels (p < .01).

exposure and their prenatal health behaviors, we estimated a series of
ordinary least squares regression models.1 In these models, we considered negative and positive health behaviors as separate outcomes.

3.2

Primary analyses

|

The PHBS score was regressed onto women's lifetime stress exposure
severity in Model 1. Women's self-identified age, race, income, and

3.2.1

|

Negative prenatal health Behaviors

education were added in Model 2; marital status was added in Model
3; and women's current levels of perceived stress were added in

Next, we tested our primary hypotheses involving associations

Model 4. Finally, we applied a stressor characteristics perspective to

between women's lifetime stress exposure severity and their prenatal

examine whether the stress–health behavior associations observed

health behaviors. As hypothesized, and as shown in Table 3, women

differed by the specific type, timing, and primary life domain of the

who experienced more severe stressors over the life course engaged

stressors experienced. To do so, we conducted general linear regres-

in more negative health behaviors during pregnancy (see Model 1: p <

sions with the two different outcome variables (i.e., negative prenatal

.0001, β = .40). Including sociodemographic characteristics attenuated

health behaviors and positive prenatal health behaviors) and the pre-

the strength of association between women's lifetime stress exposure

dictors being the timing, type, and domain variables mentioned above.

severity and their prenatal health behaviors, but this effect still
remained significant while adjusting for these covariates (see Model
2: p < .0001, β = .36; and Model 3: p < .0001, β = .35). Finally, Model

3

RESULTS

|

4 (p < .001, β = .27) revealed that the association between women's
lifetime stress exposure severity and negative health behaviors during

3.1

|

Preliminary analyses

their pregnancy persisted even while adjusting for all of the
sociodemographic characteristics measured and women's current per-

As shown in Table 2, greater lifetime stress exposure severity was

ceived stress levels. As such, the association observed between life-

positively associated with women's negative health behaviors score

time stress exposure and women's prenatal health behaviors cannot

F I G U R E 1 Likelihood of engaging in negative prenatal health behaviors by stressor type, timing, and primary life domain. Risk of engaging in
more negative prenatal health behaviors differed substantially by stressor timing and primary life domain. Regarding stress exposure timing, risk was
greater for women experiencing stress during adolescence and adulthood versus childhood. Additionally, risk was greater for women experiencing
stressors in the life domains of housing and marital/partner. **p < .01; ***p < .001; CI, confidence interval; ns, not significant. (N = 164)
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F I G U R E 2 Likelihood of engaging in positive prenatal health behaviors by stressor type, timing, and primary life domain. Risk of engaging in
positive prenatal health behaviors did not differ by stressor type or across the primary life domains assessed by the STRAIN. With respect to
timing of stress exposure, however, a negative association was observed, whereby greater life stress exposure occurring during adulthood was
associated with fewer positive prenatal health behaviors. *p < .05; CI, confidence interval; ns, not significant. (N = 164)

be accounted for by potential sociodemographic confounds or

depicted in Figure 1, for negative health behaviors, effects were rela-

reporting biases attributable to participants' current levels of per-

tively stronger for stressors occurring in adolescence and adulthood

ceived stress burden.

versus childhood and for stressors occurring in the life domains of
housing and marital/partner. As depicted in Figure 2, for positive
health behaviors, effects were not significant across stressor type,

3.2.2

|

Positive prenatal health behaviors

timing, and primary life domain with the exception of adulthood stress
exposure, which was negatively associated with engaging in positive

Turning next to women's positive health behaviors, as hypothesized,

health behaviors (i.e., more stress = fewer positive health behaviors).

and as shown in Table 4, greater lifetime stress exposure severity was
negatively associated with positive prenatal health behaviors (see
Model 1: p < .001, β = −.25). Consistent with the results reported

4

|

DI SCU SSION

above, this finding was attenuated, but still significant, while controlling for relevant sociodemographic characteristics (see Model 2: p <

Despite substantial interest in the role that life stress plays in shaping

.03, β = −.16; and Model 3: p < .03, β = −.16). In contrast with nega-

health behaviors, to our knowledge, no studies to date have examined

tive prenatal health behaviors, however, lifetime stress exposure

how acute and chronic stressors occurring across the lifespan are

severity was not significantly associated with positive prenatal health

associated with women's negative and positive health behaviors dur-

behaviors while also controlling for current levels of perceived stress

ing the critically important time of pregnancy. In addition, relatively

burden in addition to the other demographic covariates (see Model 4:

few studies in general have investigated whether the effects of life

p = .64, β = −.03).

stress on health-related outcomes differ as a function of the perceptions, specific types, or timing of stressors experienced (Monroe &
Slavich, 2020). In addressing this question, we found that more severe

3.2.3

|

Stressor characteristics analyses

lifetime stress exposure was associated with engaging in more negative prenatal health behaviors, such as smoking and overeating. In

To better understand how different stressor characteristics are related

addition, we found that more severe lifetime stress exposure was neg-

to participants' negative and positive prenatal health behaviors, sup-

atively associated with engaging in positive prenatal health behaviors,

plemental analyses were conducted using Poisson Regression. As

such as exercising regularly and eating a balanced diet. In both
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instances, these effects were not uniform across the different lifetime

lifetime stress exposure so as to reduce the severity of their negative

stress exposure indices produced by the STRAIN but rather differed

stress perceptions. As alluded to above, however, longitudinal studies

substantially as a function of the specific stressors that participants

are needed to examine this possibility further.

experienced and the timing of these exposures. Considered together,

Lastly, we examined whether the effects of lifetime stress expo-

then, these results indicate that stress occurring over the lifespan can

sure on both positive and negative prenatal health behaviors differed

accumulate to impact prenatal health behaviors, which are in turn

across the various types of stress assessed by the STRAIN, including

known to impact birth outcomes, but that these effects differ by the

type (i.e., chronic and acute), timing (i.e., childhood, adolescent, and

specific type and timing of mother's stress exposure.

adulthood), and primary life domain (i.e., housing, education, work,

Based on these results, it may be important to assess stress occur-

treatment/health, marital/partner, reproduction, financial, legal/crime,

ring over the entire lifespan. Moreover, when promoting maternal and

other relationships, death, life-threatening situations, and posses-

infant health through health behaviors, it may be important to consider

sions). Consistent with a stressor characteristics perspective, risk of

how these associations may be structured by lifetime stress exposure.

engaging in negative prenatal health behaviors varied by the specific

Future studies examining the association between life stress exposure

primary life domain and timing of stressors experienced (e.g., Lam

and negative prenatal health behaviors should also consider how

et al., 2019; Slavich & Shields, 2018; Slavich et al., 2019). Specifically,

documented effects might differ across different stressor types

likelihood of engaging in negative prenatal health behaviors was more

(e.g.,

points

strongly associated with adulthood and adolescent versus childhood

(e.g., childhood, adolescent, adulthood stress). Put simply, studies exam-

stressors. Regarding life domains, risk of engaging in negative prenatal

housing,

education,

work

stressors)

and

time

ining only one type of stress, or stress occurring over only a limited

health behaviors was greatest for women who endorsed stress related

period of time, might obscure important information that has the poten-

to housing or marital/partner. Related to positive prenatal health

tial to help refine theories describing how different types of stress

behaviors, risk did not differ by stressor type or primary life domain.

exposure affect prenatal health behaviors and health (Slavich, 2019).

However, within the timing domain, there was a significant, negative

Notably, the present results were robust while controlling for current perceived stress levels, as well as participants' education and

association for women experiencing stress in adulthood, but not for
stress in childhood or adolescence.

income levels, indicating that the findings are not due to possible

These results can help us move beyond the knowledge that stress

demographic confounding factors or to current stress levels that could

is associated with health behaviors overall and toward a more

cause reporting biases. Additionally, because experiencing more

nuanced and refined understanding of specific types of stress that

severe stressors over the life course may have impeded women's edu-

have the greatest impact on negative prenatal health behaviors, which

cational and income attainment, which were controlled for in the

in turn increase risk for poor birth outcomes. Doing so will also help

models, these effects represent conservative estimates of the effect

to identify women who are at the greatest risk for experiencing nega-

of lifetime stress exposure severity on negative prenatal health behav-

tive prenatal health behaviors and poor birth outcomes. Finally, this

iors. For example, education was significantly associated with negative

information may help inform intervention strategies and policies

prenatal health behaviors, but income was not. This is an important

aimed at reducing this risk by targeting stress-related processes.

distinction to continue to examine in future research, as it likely has

Despite these contributions to the stress and health behavior lit-

critical implications for interventions. Specifically, the present results

erature, several limitations of the present study should be noted. First,

indicate that education is a social determinant of negative prenatal

as mentioned previously, the present study design was cross-sec-

health behaviors. Theorists suggest that education is likely the most

tional, and experiences of lifetime stress exposure were collected ret-

fundamental sociodemographic factor related to health because it

rospectively. Although efforts were made to control for this approach

impacts future opportunities, attainment, and access to information

(e.g., by increasing recall of stressful life events by having participants

(Adler & Newman, 2002). Although broader interventions aimed at

fill out a life chart of all the places that they have ever lived), definitive

reducing the effects of lifetime stress exposure on negative health

conclusions cannot be drawn to impact policy or intervention based

behaviors should consider education level as a potential risk and pro-

on these data alone. Second, as a result of the cross-sectional study

tective factor, a prospective study design is necessary to make

design, it was not possible to collect information about women's

informed conclusions about the effect that lifetime stress exposure

health behaviors prior to the stressors that were reported. Conse-

has on prenatal health behaviors.

quently, additional research is needed to confirm the hypothesized

More broadly, prior research has shown that negative health outcomes are influenced primarily by individuals' subjective perceptions

temporal precedence of life stressors contributing to subsequent
changes in prenatal health behaviors.

of the severity of stressors that they have experienced (e.g., Slavich &

Third, 34 participants did not complete measures of lifetime

Cole, 2013). Consequently, how women perceive stressors in their

stress, perceived stress, and prenatal health behaviors, and were

lives may partly determine the degree to which such stressors impact

therefore excluded from the study. These women differed from those

their health behaviors. To the extent that this is true, one intervention

who were included with respect to income and education level,

strategy could involve providing stress reduction resources or inter-

employment status, and insurance type, and as a result, the diversity

ventions, such as cognitive behavior therapy or mindfulness-based

of the sample with respect to relevant demographic factors may have

stress reduction, to women experiencing moderate-to-high levels of

been impacted. Missing data were largely due to the busy nature of
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the hospital setting (e.g., interruptions due to medical care, nursing,

Fambro, Aaryn Green, Angelica Hardee, Lynnissa Hillman, Neslihan

etc.). Therefore, future studies utilizing a maternal sample should con-
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In conclusion, data from the present study indicate that greater
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lifetime stress exposure severity is associated with engaging in more
negative and fewer positive prenatal health behaviors. The results for
negative health behaviors were robust to full adjustment for all poten-

ENDNOTES
1

We tested the fit of ordinary least squares (OLS) linear models against
generalized linear models assuming a Poisson distribution. In five of
eight pairs of models, OLS fit better (Akaike information criterion [AIC]
improvements >2.0); in two of eight pairs of models, OLS and Poisson
regressions were equivalent (AIC improvements <2.0), and in one of
eight pairs of models, OLS fit worse (AIC difference = −4.6). However,
the significance levels of all coefficients were equivalent between OLS
and Poisson regression for this pair of models. Therefore, for parsimony
in presenting the results and because OLS regression fit better than
Poisson regression in the majority of models, we present all models as
OLS regressions.

2

Because individuals with some missing data differed in some ways
from individuals without missing data, we conducted analyses using
maximum likelihood to estimate the missing data and compared those
results to the results from models using listwise deletion. All significance levels were equivalent between the two sets of analyses for
each model, and all coefficient values were virtually identical. Therefore, our method of handling missing data does not appear to have
influenced the results.

tial confounding factors, including current perceived stress levels and
the sociodemographic factors assessed (i.e., age, education, income,
ethnicity, and marital status), whereas the results for positive health
behaviors were robust to all statistical adjustments except for current
perceived stress level. In addition, we found that these effects differed substantially depending on the specific types and timing of the
stressors experienced. The findings are thus consistent with the ecobiodevelopmental framework (Shonkoff et al., 2012) and provide preliminary support for applying a life course approach to better
understand factors affecting prenatal health behaviors (Malat
et al., 2017).
As a result of these findings, it may be useful to assess the lifetime stress exposure levels of expecting women as they may be associated with women's health and, in turn, the health of the newborn,
although longitudinal studies are needed to examine this issue further.
Ultimately, understanding the cumulative impact that lifetime
stressors have on prenatal health behaviors, and identifying women
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who may be particularly susceptible to this influence, is an important
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